ACCESS CONTROLS
SNT ACCESS
has the solution you can
trust - today
and tomorrow.
Whether you
are designing
a new home,
business or
healthcare facility plan or
improving the
effectiveness
of an existing
security and
communications system,
we care help!

SNT CARES
HOMECARE AND HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS,
SYSTEMS, AND SUPPORT

Mission Statement:
To provide information and source of products to
enhance the quality of life for the aging and the
physically challenged!

“A fusion of products and services of Access
Components, Communication Systems,
Entry Products, Healthcare and Homecare
Systems, Residential and Commercial
Elevators, Wheel Chair Lifts, and Stair
Chairs for individual and facilities seeking, a
technology to improve accessibility and
assure quality of life!”

Who are we?
A trusted authority with over 100 years of proven
accessibility, comfort, mobility, disability, infection
control, emotional support, technology, client and
consumer management support experience.
Bath Lifts, Patient Lifts, Pool Lifts, ADA
Approved Walk In Tubs, Modular and
Wheelchair Ramps, and Medical, Home,
Hospice Care Products and Supplies

SNT ACCESS
broad suite of
products
provide the
compatibility,
reliability and
flexibility that
lifesaving
institutions
require.

SNT
HANDS- FREE
DOOR AND
ENTRY
SYSTEMS,
WITH VIDEO
ACCESS

119 Davis Road* Suite 9B*
Augusta, GA 30907
(706) 364-7222

Website: www.sntaccess.com

SNT ACCESS, CARES,
COMMUNICATIONS, ENTRY,
ELEVATORS, AND LIFTS
Here, at SNT Access, we guarantee the best
in Access Components, Health and Homecare Systems, Cabling and Communication
Systems, Entry Products, Commercial and
Residential Elevators, Stair Chairs, Wheel
Chair Lifts, and Enclosures that will fit perfectly in your home, business, place of worship and other special places.

Your Confidence and Independence
Whether it's due to aging, accident or illness, trying
to navigate even one or two steps when you're losing your mobility is oftentimes painful and sometimes just plain dangerous. And trying to climb an
entire set of stairs is next-to impossible.
If you are facing this problem, rest assured that you
can still maintain independence and the structural
integrity of your home by choosing one of the several styles of proven and powerful stair lifts and
elevators from SNT Access. We have models to fit
any budget ... handle any stairway configuration ...
and provide you with access to all the different levels of your home and let you preserve the active
lifestyle that you've earned.

SNT
has a large
selection
of Stairlifts,
SNT
Access,
Elevators
and Lifts,
an auHandicap
Lifts, Vertical
Lifts and
thorized
dealer-partner
of ThyssenKrupp
Commercial
andbeen
Residential
Elevators.
Access
which has
making life
easier
for millions of people around the world
since 1947. As one of the world's leading
providers of accessibility lifting equipment,
our
Accessibility
Division is focused on
A Stair
Lift
helping
to "break the barriers" caused by
from SNT
stairs
and entranceways: Indoors and out,
is a simple
forsolution
homes, churches, lodges, stores, office
buildings,
and safefactories and schools.
alternative
to stairs.

· Walking up and down stairs is one of the leading
causes of falls in the home for people of any
age
· Stair lifts and Elevators can dramatically reduce
the wear and tear on ankles, knees and hip
joints
· A selection of styles, designs, colors, and interchangeable seats, simple to use.
· Amazing versatility and unquestioned elegance
that can be used on straight,
curved and spiral stairways!

A Porch or
Vertical Lifts
from SNT are
cost effective
alternatives
to Ramps
and Elevators.

SNT Commercial
and Residential
Elevators
**************
Maintenance –Sales
and Service to fit your
budget and project

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Most products and services are paid out
-of-pocket. However, there are programs
that provide services free of charge (or
at reduced rates) or make guaranteed
loans for eligible individuals.

BENEFITS AND INCENTIVES
For qualifying individuals, Insurance, Medicare,
Tax Deductions, and VA Benefits may apply, in
addition to increasing the property value of
your home or business.

